We report herein a simple ligand-assisted reprecipitation method at room temperature to synthesize mixed-cation hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite nanocrystals with low structural dimensionality. The emission wavelength of iodide-based perovskites is thus tuned from the near-infrared to the red part of the visible spectrum. While this is mostly achieved in the literature by addition of bromide, we demonstrate here a controllable blueshift of the band gap by varying the chain length of the alkylammonium ligands. Furthermore, an antisolvent washing step was found to be crucial to purify the samples and obtain single-peak photoluminescence with a narrow linewidth. The so-formed nanocrystals exhibit high and stable photoluminescence quantum yields exceeding 90% over 500 hours, making these materials ideal for light-emitting applications.

Metal halide perovskites have emerged in the last few years as promising materials for applications in optoelectronic devices such as solar cells, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), or X-ray detectors. The reason behind the interest in perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) is based on their high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), related to the spatial charge carrier confinement and passivation of surface states by organic capping ligands, as well as their narrower emission lines and higher stabilities as compared to their bulk counterparts.

Considering the simple methods that have been developed for their synthesis, perovskite NCs have become ideal materials for electroluminescent phosphor applications. Although seminal reports have focused on hybrid methylammonium lead halide perovskites, several recent studies have shown that the introduction of inorganic Cs⁺ cations in small quantities (≤20%) into these hybrid materials leads to beneficial effects including an enhanced stability and reproducibility. It is well known that the shape, size and optical properties of perovskite NCs are strongly affected by the ligands. When the size of nanocrystals is less than or equal to the exciton Bohr diameter, they exhibit quantum confinement, and the optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL) are blue-shifted compared to their bulk counterparts. It has been reported that the dimensionality of the NCs can be modulated by varying the alkyl chain length and/or the concentration of the surface ligands, and consequently, tuning the emission features. Fundamentally, this is linked to the fact that the ammonium head group of alkylammonium ligands can occupy the A-site in the APbX₃ perovskite structure. As a result, using long ammonium (LA) molecules in combination with a small A-cation such as methylammonium (CH₃NH₃⁺, MA), formamidinium (CH(NH₂)₂⁺, FA) or Cs⁺ may lead to the so-called Ruddlesden–Popper quasi-2D phase, with the generic formula (LA)₂(A)ₙ₋₁PbₙI₃n₋₁, where perovskite slabs of n layers are separated by a bilayer of the large ammonium cation. These quasi-2D structures show quantum confinement effects strongly related to the n-value, which in turn can be tuned by the amount and length of the alkyl chain used in the synthesis. More precisely, the thickness of a single lead iodide perovskite monolayer is approximately 6.3 Å, corresponding to twice the length of the Pb–I bond, or in other words to the height of a Pb₆ octahedron (octahedral tilting and slight differences in Pb–I bond lengths are ignored in this approximation). In contrast, the reported values for the exciton Bohr diameter of MAPbI₃ are around 2.2 nm to 4.6 nm. Therefore, quasi-2D (LA)₂(MA)ₙ₋₁PbₙI₃n₋₁ start showing quantum-confinement effects when the n value is roughly below 10 (corresponding to a layer thickness of around 6.3 nm, hence comparable to the exciton Bohr diameter). Above a value of ca. 10, n can be considered large enough so that the quasi-2D crystal is equivalent to a 3D MAPbI₃ structure (n = ∞).
As has recently been shown, these quantum-confined quasi-2D perovskites (with \( n < 10 \)) are ideal materials for efficient perovskite LEDs.\(^5\)

In this work, we describe a simple ligand-assisted reprecipitation (LARP) method at room temperature (RT) to prepare efficient red-emitting low-dimensional NCs and study the change in the optical properties as a function of different synthesis conditions. In particular, we will discuss the variation of the band gap from the near-infrared (NIR) to the visible range as a function of the alkylammonium molecule length. Mixed-cation MA-Cs perovskite NCs were prepared by a direct, non-template method synthesis based on a previously published protocol\(^3\) with slightly modified conditions and starting materials. Briefly, a solution of PbI\(_2\) (dissolved in 1-octadecene (ODE) with oleylamine (oleylA) and oleic acid (OA) ligands) was injected at RT into a solution of MAI and CsI (0.8 : 0.2 ratio; dissolved in a mixture of 1-butanol (1-BuOH) and ODE with OA), leading to the formation of perovskite NCs, which were subsequently washed by centrifugation steps (see the Experimental section of the ESI\(^†\) for more details). The optical characteristics of the obtained NCs are presented in Fig. 1a. An absorption onset of around 740 nm with the corresponding photoluminescence peak centred at 747 nm (FWHM of about 30 nm), together with a sharp absorption feature at 617 nm, can be observed. It is worth noting that when the synthesis is carried out at 0 °C instead of RT, no significant spectral differences are observed, whereas at high temperature a rather clear yellow solution with a very low PL is obtained (Fig. S1, ESI\(^†\)). Hence, all further syntheses were carried out at RT. The two aforementioned features observed in the optical characterization of the sample (Fig. 1a) are consistent with 3D (narrow bandgap) and quasi-2D (wide bandgap due to quantum confinement) iodide perovskite NCs.\(^7,13,34\) We note that this is not the first report on quantum confined perovskite structures using oleylamine. Almeida et al. have shown that oleylammonium cations can induce anisotropic growth,\(^35\) while others have claimed that oleylammonium (despite the length of its backbone and its non-planar configuration caused by the vinyl bond) may lead to quasi-2D structures.\(^36,37\) In order to further prove this hypothesis, we conducted XRD analysis (Fig. 1b) on drop-cast NC films. The broad diffraction peaks centred at \( \Theta = 14.0^\circ \) and \( 2\Theta = 28.3^\circ \) are consistent with the formation of 3D iodide perovskite NCs. In addition, sharp peaks at low angles (i.e., larger interatomic distances) are clearly visible, confirming the presence of quasi-2D crystals consisting of perovskite sheets separated by long-chain oleylammonium cations. In principle, it is possible to determine the \( n \) value of quasi-2D Ruddlesden–Popper crystals with the chemical formula \((\text{LA})_n\text{A}_3 \text{Pb}_n\text{I}_{3n+1}\) by XRD. Nonetheless, this requires high quality data up to very low diffraction angles,\(^29,38\) which we were not able to acquire here. Moreover, the XRD peaks’ positions and spacing do not depend only on the \( n \) value but also on the length of the LA molecule, so that our data cannot be directly compared with those of Ruddlesden–Popper crystals obtained with other LA molecules such as butylammonium.\(^29\) However, based on PL characterization, it is reasonable to assume a value of \( n = 4 \) for the emission centered at 625 nm.\(^59\) It is worth noting that pure 2D (\( n = 1 \)) lead iodide perovskites exhibit an emission peak around 525 nm.\(^39,40\) Hence the formation of pure 2D crystals can be excluded. TEM characterization (Fig. 1c) revealed the presence of cubic-shaped perovskite nanocrystals with a typical dimension of 10 nm. This is consistent with the broad peaks in XRD as well as the low-energy optical transitions previously discussed for 3D NCs. Additionally, TEM analysis also showed large nanosheets without a well-defined morphology, similar to the previous observations of quasi-2D oleylammonium lead halide perovskites,\(^39\) confirming the coexistence of both 3D and quasi-2D iodide nanocrystals.

While the iodide perovskite NCs discussed so far emit preferentially in the NIR, the PL can be blue-shifted through a reduction of the material structural dimensionality, i.e. the number of lead halide layers separated by alkylammonium in the quasi-2D structure. Several reports have shown that the inorganic layer thickness can be tuned by the amount and length of the alkylammonium ligands.\(^23,30,41–43\) From this point we controlled the PL maximum by replacing oleylA ligands by smaller saturated alkylamines with decreasing chain lengths: decylamine (decyA), octylamine (octyA) and hexylamine (hexyA). All other synthesis conditions, in particular the concentration of alkylamine (thus also the amine/acid ratio), were unvaried. In all cases, the synthesis led to the formation of nanocrystals. The colloidal dispersions in toluene exhibited PL with maxima centred at 697 nm, 676 nm and 655 nm for decyA, octyA and hexyA, respectively (Fig. 1d). Hence a decrease of the alkyl chain length of the ligand led to...
a progressive blue-shift of the PL maximum. This trend was also observed by other groups,\textsuperscript{20,24,44} and some attributed it to the faster diffusion of shorter chain ammonium ions which results in faster on–off exchange rates. It is important to note that shorter amines not only lead to a reduction of the space between the 3D “slabs” in the quasi-2D structure, directly linked to the alkyl chain length. The easier intercalation of the shorter amines results in the stabilization of thinner 3D layers (i.e., lower $n$-values) leading to exciton confinement and hence a PL blue-shift. Additionally, the use of shorter amines results in an enhancement of the PLQY compared to the oleylA sample (28%), reaching values of 90%, 85% and 68% for decylA, octylA and hexylA, respectively. However, as in the original synthesis with oleylA, most PL spectra present broad and multiple peaks, which points out the coexistence of different species (different $n$-values).

In order to purify the samples, we tested the addition of 1-BuOH in large quantities during the first centrifugation step (see the Experimental section of the ESI† for more details). The use of additional solvents during the purification step has been reported to change the optical properties of the synthesized product.\textsuperscript{45} Upon this treatment, the resulting NC dispersions showed a main PL peak centred at 743 nm, 683 nm, 662 nm and 643 nm for the oleylA, decylA, octylA and hexylA ligand, respectively (Fig. 2a). Based on the literature, these PL bands can be ascribed to quasi-2D lead iodide NCs with $n = \infty$ (3D), $n = 7$, $n = 6$, and $n = 5$, respectively.\textsuperscript{39} As can be seen by comparing Fig. 2a and 1d, this modified washing step leads to more symmetric PL spectra that suggest a smaller distribution of species in the suspension. Representative TEM images of samples synthesized with short amines and washed with butanol are presented in Fig. S2.\textsuperscript{†} Additionally, we observed a small blue-shift of the main PL signal between the pristine samples and the samples washed with 1-BuOH (Fig. S3, ESI†). Also worth noting is the steady change of the PL maximum of the treated samples as a function of the size of the alkyl chain ligand, represented in Fig. 2b. Decreasing the length of the capping ligand from oleylA to decylA results in a PL emission shift of about 147 meV, which further shifts by 58 meV and 55 meV from decylA to octylA and from octylA to hexylA, respectively. The associated PLQYs for the further purified NCs were 24%, 87%, 91% and 82% for oleylA, decylA, octylA and hexylA, respectively. Remarkably, the use of 1-BuOH during the purification process induced a PLQY enhancement in the hexylA sample, while oleylA, decylA and octylA PLQYs remained almost unvaried.

On these further purified samples, we also observed the characteristic sharp peaks at low angles in the diffraction patterns (Fig. 3a) (see Fig. S4† for complete X-ray diffraction patterns). As expected from the change in the alkyl chain length, these peaks are also shifted. Indeed, the interlayer spacing increases linearly with increasing the alkyl chain length, in agreement with previous reports.\textsuperscript{43,46} The formation of quasi-2D crystals with different periodicities as a function of alkyl chain length is evident in Fig. 3a.

On these further purified samples, we also observed the characteristic sharp peaks at low angles in the diffraction patterns (Fig. 3a) (see Fig. S4† for complete X-ray diffraction patterns). As expected from the change in the alkyl chain length, these peaks are also shifted. Indeed, the interlayer spacing increases linearly with increasing the alkyl chain length, in agreement with previous reports.\textsuperscript{43,46} The formation of quasi-2D crystals with different periodicities as a function of alkyl chain length is evident in Fig. 3a.

![Fig. 2](image1.png) (a) Absorbance (square symbols with lines) and PL (lines) for further purified samples (with 1-BuOH) obtained using different ligands during the synthesis. On the right, photographs of colloidal solutions under ambient light (top) and under UV excitation ($\lambda = 365$ nm) (bottom) for hexylA (H-B), octylA (O-B), decylA (D-B) and oleylA (A-B). (b) Energy at the PL maximum as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the capping ligand.

![Fig. 3](image2.png) (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of mixed Cs-MA NCs obtained with different alkylamines. (b) PLQY for suspensions of the same compounds monitored over time. (c) Corresponding CIE coordinates for the different samples.
chain length, as evidenced by XRD, is consistent with the progressive blue-shift of the optical characteristics presented in Fig. 2a, as a result of quantum confinement.21,47

In order to evaluate the stability of the materials, the nanocrystals were kept dispersed in toluene, under ambient air. The only noticeable change in spectral features is a slight narrowing of the emission from the oleylA sample after the first day (see Fig. S5†). PLQY values were measured over time (Fig. 3b). All samples exhibit a slight increase in PLQY in the first 50 hours. The exact reason for this effect is not clear, although it may be ascribed to passivation upon air exposure, as observed by others in lead iodide perovskites.48 In all cases, after this initial increase, the PLQY remained constant up to 500 hours, demonstrating an excellent stability for iodide perovskite nanocrystals.49 Furthermore, we note that replacing long-chain unsaturated oleylamine by shorter saturated alkylamines leads to a significant increase in absolute PLQY, with values that are close to unity. We speculate that this may be linked to a better quasi-2D crystal formation with less defects when rigid and straight spacer molecules are used. Corresponding CIE coordinates for the different samples are plotted in Fig. 3c.

Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a simple method to prepare efficient red-emitting hybrid quasi-2D perovskite nanocrystals of the type (LA)2n+(MA)1−nPbI2n+1, where LA is an alkylamine and A a mixture of MA and Cs+. We have discussed the effects of the synthesis conditions on the material structural and optical properties. In particular, we have shown that the PL can be tuned from the near-infrared to the visible region by the alkyl chain length and that the addition of butanol in the first washing step leads to an improved purity of the sample with a higher PLQY, exceeding 90%. The high PLQY is maintained for more than 500 h, making these materials especially promising for applications in light-emitting diodes and phosphors.
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